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Actions taken
As part of the activities carried out, Google Ads campaign in the search network, Google Shopping product campaign 

and advertising network (remarketing) were prepared - all within the monthly budget of 2,459zł.

Campaign goal
Our Partner specialises in selling styrofoam. Most of his clients uses the phone as their way of 
making an order, which left his company site mostly unused as a shopping medium. Goal our 
Partner set for us was to increase the number of orders placed through the shopping cart on the 
website. The most important thing to do in that scenario was to prepare a campaign that would 
allow us to generate a large amount of valuable conversion, so that the customers could learn 
about the possibilities of placing orders through the cart. First of all, we had to earn their trust - to 
achieve that, we used advertising campaigns focused on building a friendly image and brand 
awareness. As our experience shows, this type of campaign works – it allowed us to turn custo-
mers sight to the site and thus increase on-site sales up to 40%.

To achieve the best results, with the start of the campaign we hooked up the artificial intelligence optimizer, which
allowed us to reduce cost per click on an ad by 65%   - this resulted in an 184% increase in the overall number of clicks.
From the starting point of 0,54zł, we lowered the CPC to 0,19zł. Assuming we had a budget of 4000zł, with
pre-optimization market rate of 0,54zł we could generate 7404 visits on the website – at a reduced rate of 0.19zł, we 
would be able to reach 21053 entries. This gives us a score of 13646 more visits if using our optimized campaign.

Effects achieved
CPC reduced by 65%
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